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OUTLINE
▪ Success Redefined  
▪ What is energy?  
▪ Connecting to the Matrix  
▪ Your Energy Anatomy  
▪ Energy for success  
▪ Practical ways to manage energy  
▪ Conflict resolution-an energetic perspective  
▪ Techniques for stress reduction, health 

empowerment, etc.  
▪ Experience the Self-beyond the mind 



DEFINITION OF SUCCESS 

▪ Outcome, result  

▪ favorable or desired outcome  

▪  the attainment of wealth, favor, 
or eminence  





You are perfect - mind, body 
and spirit 

You are exactly where you need 
to be 



You have never made a bad 
decision, although the 

consequences of your decisions 
may not have always turned out 
as you might have anticipated or 

expected



Sounds like a bunch of New Age 
nonsense, right?  

Well, not so much…





▪ “The term energy denotes the ability to 
act, transform or set in motion. You are 
energy and I am too. So everything is 
energy. If you wish to experience it, 

breathe slowly and become aware of how 
this current of love flows with each 

inhalation and exhalation.” 

Mayra Rodríguez-Mohamed





ENERGY :  
A SCIENTIFIC BASIS

▪ Energy is a physical quantity that is used to 
describe a conversed property of objects.  A work 
that a system does on another. E=MC²: Mass of an 
object and its velocity squared. M is the mass, C is 
the speed of Light, and E is the rest mass energy 

▪ Dr. James L. Oschman, one of the leading 
authorities in Energy Medicine, postulates that 
there are electric currents that run throughout 
our nervous system and that each organ of the 

body uses these currents to balance itself





• According to Dr. James L. Oschman, 
recent experiments show that the 

healers‘biomagnetic fields are stronger 
that those of non-healers 

• That they pulsate at a variable 
frequency of 0.3 and 30 Hz. with most of 
the energy fluctuating between 7 and 8 

Hz  
 





•When a healer places his/her 
hands on or near a “sick” or 
dis-eased organ and transmits 
energy, the emanations are 
stronger energetically, than the 
organ’s, causing an energetic 
re-adjustment in its vibration





THE COMPLEX ENERGY ANATOMY







• Illness results from disturbances of 
the subtle energies (the biofield is an 

energy field that is proposed to 
surround and flow throughout the 

human body and play a role in 
health) 



• Once the vibration of the sick organ rises, 
the healing process takes place 

• There are also electric currents that flow 
from the heart through the circulatory 

system. The 50,000 capillaries comprise the 
so called “heart current” that flows to each 
body particle. The electrical activity of the 
heart creates a magnetic field that extends 
beyond the individual’s material body and 

is projected into the surrounding 
environment  



The energetic fields interact with one 
another, and with the energy fields of other 
people. This is known as “induction” and it 
means that each magnetic field has an effect 
on each other, causing changes in the force 
and frequency of the electrical currents of 

said fields 



 
FREQUENCIES NEEDED TO PRODUCE CHANGES IN THE PHYSICAL BODY: 

•Nerve Regeneration:   2 Hz 

•Bone Growth:     7 Hz 

•Body Tissues:     7 Hz  
  
•Ligament repair:    10 Hz 

•Capilaries:     15 Hz 

(Ref: Sisken & Walker 1995)



WHAT IS KI?
▪ But not sure what exactly, Ki is-unknown! 

▪ The Huang Di Nei Jing-the Yellow’s 
Emperor’s Classic Book of Medicine is one 

of the most ancient medical texts in the 
world. In this book it is suggested that the 

most profound medicine is produced 
naturally within





• According to some ancient teachings, like 
Kabbalah, we all have a spiritual field of energy 
that extends a little more than 7 feet from our 

bodies and that  although we can’t see it with the 
naked eye it is real as the invisible atoms in the 

air and as undeniable as the law of gravity 

• Whenever this field is charged with negative or 
stressed-out energy, we find ourselves in a lower 

state of being- suffering from sadness, stress, 
depression, hostility, uncertainty, fear. Our 

personal space is violated, charged with 
disturbing energy









How To Move Beyond Mediocrity And Start Achieving 
Your Dreams  

▪ Take Your Dreams Seriously  
▪ There is no chance you can achieve 

anything unless you take your 
aspirations seriously instead of 

considering them as plan B 
▪  Make them your priority



ENERGY SELF DEFENSE

▪ Energy Self-Defense is the use of 
powerful mental and spiritual tools and 

exercises that work 
▪When you lose personal energy, you feel 

drained, tired, less happy, and worst of 
all, you do not have access to your full 
capacity and you will therefore not get 
the success in life that you are meant to 

have



▪ Stop Living Your Fears ...  
▪ Learn Before You Start ...  
▪ Restructure The Game ...  
▪ Be Genuine. ...  
▪ Learn To Wait. ...  
▪ Be Persistent…



▪ Learn these energy tools and 
stop losing energy in daily life, so 
you can stay in balance with your 
partner, children, family, friends, 
colleagues, boss and everybody 
else around you and achieve the 
success in life that you deserve 

 















Inner Harmony=Ki flow=Health & Longevity
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“With sustained effort and resolve, you do overcome the 
turbulence of your mind. You regain a body of light. You 

experience your own true nature. Love becomes a reality.” 

Swami Chidvilasananda-a contemporary Meditation Master 


